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Warren Ambrose made a significant discovery in Ergodic Theory in 
his paper “Representations of Ergodic Flows” [6J. In this paper he 
shows that every nontrivial ergodic action of the reaI line on a standard 
measure space with an invariant measure can be represented as the 
“flow built under a function” from an ergodic action of the integers. 
If we replace the condition that the measure be invariant by the weaker 
condition that it be quasi-invariant, then we can formulate this result 
abstractly, using George W. Mackey’s concept of the virtual group [7]. 
The thcorcm now states that proper virtual subgroups of the real line 
can be embedded in the integers. 
R. M. Relinskaya has shown in her paper “Partition of Lebesque 
Space in Trajectories Defined by Ergodic Automorphism” [X] that the 
equivalence relations defined by proper ergodic actions of the integers 
(on standard measure spaces with invariant mcasurcs) are all isomorphic. 
‘I’his implies the weaker theorem that the corresponding virtual groups 
are isomorphic. 
In this thesis, I fret these results from their dependence on the ordering 
of [w and Z and so am able to generalize them to UP x Z”. 
Consider a proper free ergodic action of R” x Zfi on (8, C), a standard 
space with an invariant measure class. My first result (Theorem 1) is 
that the virtual subgroup of iFs’” x P so defined can be embedded in Q, 
a countable direct sum of groups of order two. Using this 1 can embed 
the virtual group in the integers (Theorem 2). This is the appropriate 
* This paper wyas presented as a thesis to the Department of Mathematics, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1972 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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abstract generalization of Warren Ambrose’s theorem. Not much more 
can be said in this general case (see Proposition 6.3). 
However, if C contains an invariant probability measure, this virtual 
group is always the same (Theorem 3), that is, it can be exhibited by 
some particular action of the integers chosen once and for all. If 112 = 0, 
we can generalize R. M. Belinskaya’s theorem, namely, any two free, 
ergodic actions of E” and Zk respectively define isomorphic equivalence 
relations (Theorem 4). 
In Theorems 5 and 6, I interpret these results concretely. Theorem 5 
generalizes Warren Ambrose’s result. Theorem 6 states that every 
proper free ergodic action of Bgm X Z” is a projective limit of certain 
rather simple actions. 
The possibility that these actions are not free presents no difficulty, 
as is seen in Proposition 7.1. 
To some extent this work overlaps that of H. A. Dye on groups of 
measure-preserving transformations [ 11, 121. Given two countable 
groups of measure-preserving transformations acting ergodically, his 
concept of equivalence implies the isomorphism of the corresponding 
ergodic equivalence relations. From Corollary 4.1 of [12, p. 5611 and 
Theorem Three of [ 11, p. 1511, all type II abelian groups of measure- 
preserving transformations are equivalent in H. A. Dye’s sense. 
Thus the generalization of R. M. Belinskaya’s theorem to type II 
countable abelian groups follows from H. A. Dye’s work. 
I wish to acknowledge my debt to George W. Mackey, who not only 
introduced me to the work of Warren Ambrose, R. M. Belinskaya, and 
himself but also greatly encouraged me to perservere in this research. 
I also wish to thank Arlan Ramsay for reading this paper and making 
some heIpfu1 suggestions. 
I. A SURVEY OF THE THEORY OF VIRTUAL GROUPS 
Let r be a locally compact separable group. Let S be a Bore1 r-space 
(see [l, p. 3281). Let p be a finite quasi-invariant measure on S. The 
action of r on (S, p) is said to be ergodic if, given any r-invariant Bore1 
set T C S, either p(T) = 0 or p(S - T) = 0. 
If fl is a closed subgroup of I’ and S = r/A, any invariant Bore1 
set in S is .m or S. Thus, if ,J is a quasi-invariant measure on S, (S, p) 
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is an ergodic r-space. This is said to be the transitive case. An action of r 
on (8, p) is said to be proper ergodic if there is no r-orbit T such that 
p(S - T) = 0. 
An important property of proper ergodic actions of r is that there is 
no Bore1 cross-section for the orbits of r. 
A more algebraic approach to etgodicity is to consider Boolean 
r-spaces, i.e., Rorei representations of r, as automorphisms of the 
standard D-Boolean algebra B (see [l, p. 3281). Bore1 r-spaces with 
quasi-invariant measures give rise to Boolean F-spaces (we obtain a 
Hoolean r-space by considering Bore1 sets modulo null sets). In [l], 
George It’. Mackey shows that every Boolean F-space arises in this way. 
Ergo&c actions of r correspond to irreducible representations of r as 
automorphisms of B. 
‘I’hc automorphisms of B can be identified with the automorphisms 
of the commutative von Neumann algebra LW([O, 11, 1,ebesgue). Ergodic 
actions of r are thus just particular cases of irreducible representations 
of r as autornorphisms of a von Neumann algebra. 
Another related concept of ergodicity is the ergodic equivalence 
relation. If we ignore certain technicalities, we can define an ergodic 
equivalence relation on (S, EL), a standard space with a finite measure, to 
be an equivalence relation such that any Bore1 set composed of equi- 
valence classes is either null or conull. 
If r acts orgodically on (S, p), the orbits of r define the equivalence 
classes Of an ergodic fZqlJiVilletlW relation. 
1.2. 711~ l’irtual ilppl-oath to Eqodicit-y 
Suppose we aim to classify all ergodic actions of r up to isomorphism. 
Xn the transitive case, we have first to find all subgroups il of F and then 
find all possible imbeddings of/l in r. George W. Mackey has found an 
analog of the subgroup 4, which he calls a virtual subgroup. Thus 
to classify ergodic actions, we have first to find all virtual groups which 
can be imbedded in r and then to find all such imbeddings. In the 
transitive case, the virtual group is just the isomorphism class of d. 
Consider an ergodic equivalence relation. Any equivalence relation 
can be thought of as a groupoid, so we are lead to the concept of an 
ergo&c groupoid (defined below). 
We can think of a groupoid as a category and a homomorphism of 
gtoupoids as a functor. The concept of the natural equivalence of two 
functors corresponds to the concept of the similarity of two homomor- 
phisms of ergodic groupoids. To obtain the category of Virtual Groups, 
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we identify simiIar homomorphisms. This forces an identification of 
certain ergodic groupoids (cf. homotopy equivalence: by identifying 
homotopic maps we obtain the new category Hot from the category Top). 
We will now define an ergodic groupoid. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A groupoid G is said to be analytic if it is an anaIytic 
space and 
(a) the set Gt2) of composable elements is Borel; (G(“) = 
{(x, y): xy is defined).) 
(b) The maps x -+ x-l and (x, y) -+ xy are Borel. 
1.4 If G is an analytic groupoid, the units U form a Bore1 set. We 
identify units with the objects of the category. Also, we have Bore1 
maps Y, d: G + U, where if G is thought of as a category, Y(X) is the 
range of x and d(x) is the domain of X. Thus d(x) = x-lx* and 
Y(X) = x x-1. 
1.5 Let h be a finite measure on G. Let p be the measure d*h on U. 
We have a decomposition h = JU h,,dp(u) of ;\ as a direct integral of 
measures X, supported by d-l(u). That is, given a Bore1 set A C G, the 
map u + X,(A) is Bore1 and h(A) = J h,(A) dp(u). 
DEFINITION 1.6. X is said to be quasi-symmetric if given a Bore1 set 
A C G, A is h-null if A-r is h-null. 
DEFINITION I .7. Given x’ E G, we can define the Bore1 map pz : 
d-l(r(x)) -+ d-l (d(x)) by y -+ yx. A is said to be quasi-invariant if it is 
quasi-symmetric and pz*&) N &r(X) for all x E G. (We can relax this 
condition a little. It suffices that (px)* h,(,, + h,c,, for all x E 1.~~ (some 
set conull in U w.r.t. p)), 
Definition 3.7 can be replaced by a new definition with Y in place of d; 
the two definitions are equivalent. 
These definitions seem somewhat technical; the following example 
should clarify them. 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let S be a standard F-space and p a finite measure on 
S. Then r x S is an analytic groupoid, thus Gf2J = (((is, pi . x), (0, x)): 
8, 01 E r, x E S} and (/3, DL - x) (a, x) = (pa, x). So U = S. Let A’ be a 
probabihty measure on r equivalent to Haar measure, We take n = 
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h’ x p so ,+a = X’ for all u E U = S. The quasi-invariance of h follows 
from the invariance of Haar measure and the quasi-invariance of p, 
DEFINITION 1.9. A Bore1 set T C U is said to he saturated if, for 
all .z’ E G, d(x) E T iff Y(X) E T. 
DEFINITION 1.10. The pair (G, C) consisting of an analytic groupoid 
G and a measure class, C = [h], is said to be an ergodic groupoid if X 
is quasi-invariant (Definition 1.7) and if, for all saturated Bore1 sets T 
(Definition 1.9), either (d*h)( T) = 0 or (d*A)( U -- T) = 0. G is said 
to be a proper ergodic groupoid if, whenever T is the saturation of a 
single point in U, (d*A)( T) = 0. 
DEFINITION I. 1 I. An ergodic equivalence relation is an ergodic 
groupoid in which, given x and y such that d(x) = d(y) and P(X) = r(y), 
then x = y. If U, v E U and there is an x E G such that zt = d(x), 
v = r(x), we say 2~ - v;. 
EXAMPLE 1.12. In Example 1.8 we constructed an analytic groupoid 
r ;< S and a quasi-invariant measure h’ % CL. If the action of r on S is 
ergodic, (r v S, [IIaar Y cc]) is an ergodic groupoid. 
1.13. Restriction 
Given a groupoid G and a set E C Cr, we can define the restriction of 
G to E, G E, as {x E G: d(x) E E and r(x) E E}. If G is an analytic 
groupoid and E is a Bore1 set in U, G 1 E is an analytic groupoid. If 
(G, C) is an ergodic groupoid, let C = [A], p = d*h, suppose ,u(E) > 0, 
then (G i E, C i E) is an ergodic groupoid. If p(E) = 0, we might be 
able to find a measure class C’ on G 1 E such that (G ( E, C’) is an 
ergodic groupoid. 
All the ergodic groupoids discussed in this thesis will be restrictions 
of (T x S, [Haar X ~1) (see example I .12). 
1.14. Homomorphisms of Ergodic Groupoids 
Since this thesis can be understood by a reader unfamiliar with the 
technicalities of the definitions of strong and weak homomorphisms, we 
will not discuss them here. A homomorphism should be thought of as a 
homomorphism of groupoids, which is a Bore1 map, and has some suitable 
property with respect to the measure classes. For the details consult [3]. 
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DEFINITION 1.15. Similarity of homomorphisms. Once again 
ignoring technicalities, we say two homomorphisms +, 4: G, -+ G, are 
similar and write q% ‘u 4 if there is a Bore1 map 13: U, + G, , where U, 
consists of the units of G, and ~(Y(x)) +(x) = $(x> 0(d(x)), i.e., 8 cor- 
responds to a natutal transformation of functors. 
DEFINITION 1.16. Two ergodic groupoids G, and G, are said to 
be similar (G, ‘u G,) if there are homomorphisms 4: G, -+ G, and 
$:G,+G,suchthat~~$~idonG,and$~~+~idonG~. 
DEFINITION 1.17. A similarity class of ergodic groupoids is said to be 
a virtual group. 
1.18 A Theorem due to Arlan Ramsay [3, Theorem 6.17, p. 2901: 
Given an ergodic groupoid (G, C) and a Bore1 set E in U whose saturation 
is conull in U (the saturation of E is r(d-l(E)) and so is analytic), there is a 
measure 1 on G 1 E such that (G 1 E, [A]) is an ergodic groupoid similar to 
(G, C). If A E C and (d* A) (E) > 0, we may take x as the restriction of A. 
In Section II we will state and prove a slight modification of this 
theorem (Proposition 2.13). 
1.19 This theorem of ArIan Ramsay (or its slight modification) is aI1 
we use in this thesis to prove two ergodic groupoids are similar. However, 
the same ergodic groupoid can be described in various ways. For example, 
we may be given an ergodic action of r on (S, cc) and so obtain the 
ergodic groupoid (r :*: S, [H aar x ~1) and then restrict to some Bore1 
set F to obtain a similar ergodic groupoid (r x S ( F, [Counting x 51). 
If the action of r is free (i.e., if o! * x = X, LY = id), this is just an ergodic 
equivalence relation and we can ignore the action of r. So it may happen 
there is an action, say, of Z on F preserving v whose orbits are just the 
restrictions to F of those of r. Then (I’ x S 1 F, [Counting x c]) is the 
same ergodic groupoid as (H x F, [Counting x ~1) which is defined by 
an ergodic action of h on (F, c). Th us the action of I’ on (S, p) and the 
action of Z on (F, ;) define the same virtual group. 
1.20. Let us assume that we had a complete cIassification of the virtual 
subgroups of I’. To obtain a classification of the ergodic actions of r, we 
have to investigate the imbeddings of virtual groups in r. For the sake 
of simplicity, assume a virtual group is presented to us by an ergodic 
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action of a locally compact separable group T, on (S, , &. It follows that 
we have to describe all ergodic r-spaces (S, cc) such that (17, x S, , 
[Haar x ~~1) is similar to (T’ x S, [Haar x ~1). To this end we have the 
following construction: 
1.21. The Image of a Homomorphism 
‘I’hc image of a homomorphism [7] is the appropriate generalization 
of the flow built up under a function [16]. 
Let 4: T, x S, -+ r be a homomorphism of ergodic groupoids. 
We can define an action of I’, x I’ on (S, x T, pz x Haar) by 
(01, B) * (6 Y) = (m * s, 4(% s) rP-‘). c onsider the corresponding Boolean 
(T, x T)-space, A. Let B be the Boolean g-algebra of F,-invariant 
elements of A, then B is a Boolean T-space and corresponds to an 
ergodic Bore1 r-space which is defined to be the image of 4. 
Suppose there is a Bore1 cross section E for the F,-orbits in (S, Y T), 
i.e., a Bore1 set E such that I; . E is conull in S, r: T but which intersects 
each T,-orbit in at most one point. ‘Then we have a projection 
T: S, x T-+ E mapping a point to the intersection of its T,-orbit with E. 
?Te can define an action * of T on E by OL * x = V(X . x). With this 
action, (E, rr*(pLz x Haar)) b ecomes an ergodic r-space and is isomorphic 
to the image of #. 
1.22 Every T-space (S, p) defining the same virtual group as the 
T2-space (S, , PJ is isomorphic to the image of some homomorphism 
y: (T, x S, , [Haar x pJ> + (T, [Haar]) (see Proposition 6.1). ‘l’hus we 
have some sort of description of all possible imbeddings of the virtual 
group in .T. 
‘I’his description is somewhat inadequate. In the first place, we cannot 
find, in general, the cross-section E for the T,-orbits (see 1.21). ,41so, 
we have no criterion for deciding when two ergodic T-spaces are 
isomorphic. 
II. REDUCTION TO THE DISCRETE CASE 
Let r be a locally compact separable group. Let T act in a proper free 
ergodic fashion on (S, b]), h w ere S is a complete metric space and ,u 
is a quasi-invariant probability measure. We may assume that S is a 
Bore1 subset of the universal T-space [l, p. 3291. Let d be the metric on 5’. 
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Let II be a compact neighborhood of id. Let d be a compact neigh- 
borhood of id such that A2 C fl. Assume fl = ki. Let A, = 
(S E S: if d(s, a * s) & E, either cy. E Int .4 or 016 A>. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
IJ All, = 5’. 
11 
Pmof. Ifs E S - lJ, A,,, , then for all n there exists an l-y, E II - Int d 
such that d(s, LY% * s) < E. n-kit d is compact, therefore there exists a 
convergent subsequence an, + c1 E cl-Int d; so d(s, ~l,~ * S) -+ d(s, 01 . s), 
and hence d(s, (Y * s) = 0, therefore s = 01 * s. 
However, r acts freely on S, therefore cy = id. But OL E fl-Int d. 
This contradiction proves that lJ, Alin = S. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A, is open. 
Proof. If s, --+ s and S, $ A, for all n, there exists an 01, E /l-Int A 
such that d(s, , cz, - sJ < E. 
%a has a subsequence CI,, --f cx E il-Int d, therefore d(s, cy. - s) < E, SO 
s $ A, a Therefore A, is open. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There exists an open ball B, of positive measure 
and of radius (~12 contained in A, , for some E > 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, there exists an E > 0 such that A, is 
of positive measure. 
By Proposition 2.2, A, is covered by a countabIe family of open balls 
of radius <e/2 contained in A,, therefore we can choose an open ball 
of positive measure. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Ifs E B, B n (Int d) . s = B n d - s. 
Proof. If t E B n (1 * S, t = 01 * s for some ci E fl. d(s, t) < t and 
SEA,, therefore cy E Int d or cx $ II. Therefore CT E Int d, so 
1EBf3(Inta)*s. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Define an equivalence relation - on B by si - s, if 
there exists an a E Int d such that $I = ~11 . s2 . That this is indeed an 
equivalence relation follows from Proposition 2.4 and d = d-l. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. If D C B, let [D] = {J t B: there exists some t G U 
such that s - t). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If D is open in B, SO is [II]. 
Proqj. If D is open, [D] = (A - L)) f3 B = LInEA (LX f D i? B). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The topologwy on B/w has a countable basis for open 
sets. 
Proof. Choose a countable basis B for l3. By Proposition 2.7, 
([II]/-: D E 13) is a basis for B/N. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The topology on B/,-J is Tl . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, [s] ---- B n A * s, if s E B, .4 . s is compact 
in S and hence is closed in S. Therefore [s] is closed relative to B, 
i.e., B/m is T, . 
PROPOSITION 2.10. There exists a Bore1 set E Z B such that 
(a) d . 13 is of positive measure, 
(b) m: d x E -+ d - E, defined by WZ(N, xf = cx * x, is I : I. 
Pmof. From Proposition 2.8, B/ - is a countably generated Bore1 
space. From Proposition 2.9, B/- is separated, so B/M is countably 
separated in the sense of [2, p. 62J. 
B is an open set in a separable complete metric space, so (II, ,.L) is a 
standard measure space. The projection F: B 4 B/w is continuous, By 
von Neumann’s Cross Section Theorem [2, ‘l’heorem 2.1, p. 661, 
there exists a Bore1 set E L H such that F is I : 1 on E and 
p(F-l(B/- -F(E)) = 0, i.c., /.L(I~ - [El) = 0. F: E + BIN is 1 : 1 
and d -Id C .4 so wz is 1 : 1. Also, il . I;: 1 [E] and so is of positive 
measure. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Define the measure Y on E by v(A) = ~(d * A). 
For all Bore1 sets, A C E. Since wz: d Y E + S is 1 : I, v is a measure. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose d is closed under corl@ugation and p is 
r-imarimt. Given a Bore1 set A L E and a Bore1 map 0: A + r, ;f 
s(x) = u(x) * x E E, then v(s(A)) < ,%(A), where for some mi t I: 
42 _c (J ck!J. 
i=L 
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Proof. We can partition r into countably many Bore1 sets r, such 
that r, c#?,d for suitable & E I’, Let A, = u-l(r,). $(A,) C r, . A, 
and so 
Therefore, v(s(A)) < Dv(A). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. (r x S, [Haar x p]) is similar (in the sense of 
[3, Definition 4.9, p. 2791 to 
(r x S 1 E, [Counting x v]). 
LEMMA. 
(r X S j E, [Counting X v]) 
is an ergodic groupoid. 
Proof. [Counting x V] is obviously right-invariant (in the sense of 
[3, p. 2741). A Bore1 set A in (r x S 1 E) is null iff d(A) is null. Therefore 
A-l is null iff r(A) is null. We claim d(A) is null iff [d(A)] is null and so 
[Counting XV] is symmetric. Given A, a Bore1 set in E, u(A) = ~(d * A), 
r is covered by countably many translates of d, therefore V(A) = 0 iff 
ppA) = 0, i.e., iff v([AJ) = 0. That [Counting x V] is ergodic is 
obvious. 
Proof. (The method used is due to Atlan Ramsay [3, Theorem 6.17, 
p. 2901). 
From [3, Theorem 6.18, p. 2921 and Proposition 1.10(a), we see that 
r x S is similar to its restriction to d * E. We define 4: r % S 1 E -+ 
r x S 1 d * E to be the inclusion. We define #: r J. S 1 d . E + 
r X’ S 1 E by #(a, ,13 7 x) = (~a,& x), where y is the unique element of d 
such that y$ ’ x t E. 
It is trivial algebra to see that 4 and #I are algebraically homomorphisms. 
$ is obviously a strict homomorphism (in the sense of [3, Definition 6.1, 
p. 2861. Let 6 = $ 1 units. Then I,@ * x) = x for all /3 E d and for all 
x E E. Therefore, if F is a Bore1 set in E, @l(F) = d IF. 
Therefore v(F) = p(t,kl(F)), and so in particular if the saturation of F 
is null, so is F and therefore $-f(F) is null. Thus from Definition 6.1 
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[3, p. 2863 we see that I,L is a strict homomorphism. I/ 0 #J is the identity on 
YxSjEand+c$=$. 
Let qp . x) = p, x) f or all p E d, x E E. Then B(q3 . x) #(a, p * x) -- 
(y-1, yxp * x)(y& x) = ($I, x) = (a, p . x)(/9 ’ x) = (a, p * x) q/3 * x). 
So 4 0 JI is strictly similar to the identity (in the sense of [3, Definition 
6.4, p. 2861). Thus (F x S, [H aar .A: ~1) is similar to (r >; S 1 E, 
[Counting Y v]). 
Proof. If s is an atom of Y, ,L(O * x) > 0, so r. x is corm11 in S. 
Remark 2.15. Since the measure on (F x S ! Ef is Counting $: V, 
if ,4 is Bore1 in (F ;( S ! E), A . is null ifF d(A) is null 8 r(A) is null. It 
follows that a Bore1 set in E is null iff its saturation is null. 
These facts will often be used in conjuction with von Xcumann’s 
Cross Section ‘l’heorem to obtain cross-sections for the map Q: 9 + E, 
defined by (N, x) * X. 
We are now able to prove Warren ilmbrose’s Theorem on the re- 
presentation of ergodic actions of R as “flows built up under a function” 
[61. 
PROPOSITION 2.16.l Any nontrivial ergodic action of R OS (A’, CL) is 
isomorphic tu the “jaw built up under a fumAm” fnm U>E ergodic action 
of Z on some (E, v). I f  p is R-invariant awd finite, we may nssume v is 
Z-invariant. 
IVrw$ If the action of R is to be proper ergodic, it must be free 
(because a compact group has no proper crgodic actions. Also see 
Proposition 7.1). l’he transitive case is trivial (Z acts trivially on a singlc- 
point space). Let il = [-$m, +i] an use Proposition 1.10 and Definition d 
1.1 1 to obtain (E, v>- 
If 11 is a Bore1 set in R , {X E E: (H * x) n E -= 3) is u-measurable. 
It follows that, by removing a null set from I?, we may assume {X G E: 
((0, m).x)nE = o> and {x t E: ((-m, 0) * x) n E = 3) are empty, 
otherwise we obtain a measurable cross-section for the orbits of R in 
almost all of S. Again removing a v-null set in E (and hence a p-null 
set in S), we may assume that, for all rationals q, (x E E: I-q, 0) . x CT R = 
a) is Borel. We can then define f :  E -+ R, a Bore1 map by ,f(x) = 
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inf(rationals p at. [-p, 0) -xnE# O}.Sincem:a xE+Sisl:l, 
f(x) is then the least real number 01 such that 0: * x E E and cx > 0, 
We define the action of k on (E, V) by 1 . x = f(x) * x. This is a 1 : I 
onto Bore1 map and so is a Bore1 isomorphism. A is null in (r x S)l E 
iff T(A) is null iff d(A) is null. So if B is null in E, d-l(B) is nuI1 in 
r x S 1 E and so r(d-l(B)) = [B] is null. It follows that I - B C [BJ is 
null. Similarly, if 1 * B is null, B C [I * B] is null. Thus the action of H 
preserves the measure class [v]. If we build up a flow under the functionf, 
we obtain the original action of R on some conull invariant set in S. 
Also, we obtain the measure class [p] on S. 
Suppose p is R-invariant. Given an integer r, denote the action of r 
onEby7,. By Proposition 2.12, if A is a Bore1 set in E, (-r,*v)(A) < h(A) 
for some integer D. Let 
j(x) = lim sup(2n + 1)-l E 9 (&V). 
n+m r=-n 
Then D-l < f(,~) < D a.e. and C(A) = JA f(x) dv(x) defines a 
E-invariant measure on E equivalent to V. 
If we build up the flow under f using this L-invariant measure i;, 
we obtain an R-invariant measure fi equivalent to p. Therefore dF/dp is 
an R-invariant Bore1 function and so is a constant, say, c. Thus if we 
replace Y by c-lo, we may assume that v is Z-invariant and that ,u is not 
just equivalent to the measure defined in the “flow built up under a 
function” construction, but is identical. 
III. THE CLASS OF GROUPS FOR WHICH THE THEOREMS WILL HOLD 
DEFINITION 3.1. A locally compact separable group F will be said 
to have “property 3. I ” if there exists a compact neighborhood d of id 
such that 
(a) d generates F, i.e., F -= Uz=, d”, 
(b) d is closed under conjugation, i.e., for all cx f r, &a-l _C d. 
DEFINITION 3.2. r is said to have “property 3.2” if there exists 
a d as in Definition 3.1 and there exists an integer D such that, for all 
integers n, fl 2% is covered by D translates of d”. The following proposition 
shows that condition (b) of Definition 3.1 is not as strong as it seems. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. If I’ is a cmpactly generated separable group and 
has bounded conjugacy classes, then r has property 3. I. 
Proof. To say I’ has bounded conjugacy classes means that for all 
CL E r, the conjugacy class [a] F {/3$1-1: p t r> is contained in some -__ 
compact set, Let 4 be a compact generating set such that if = Int . il. 
Then r = u,,, {a: [E] C 4 ‘&), {IX: [[Y] c A”} = UBEr /3(4”)p-’ and so is 
closed. 
By Baire’s Category Theorem for separabIe Iocally compact regular 
spaces [4, p. 2001, th ere exists an n such that (a: [cx] C An) has a nonempty 
interior Jz. 
There exist PI ,..., /3,,, E r such that 11 C uyl, &sZ. Therefore 
for some IV. Let 4 = Urrflntil [a]. Then 4” 3 4 1 A, so 4 is a compact 
neighborhood of id generating r. 
Also, 4 is closed under conjugation so r has property 3.1, The next 
two propositions describe some groups with properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. An extension of a compact separable group by agroup 
with properties 3.1 and 3.2 also has properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof. We have T: r+ r, where Ker T is compact. r and r, are 
separable locally compact groups and r, has properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
We choose 4, C I’, as in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. Let 4 = ~~(4,). 
It is immediate that 4 is compact neighborhood generating r and that 4 
is closed under conjugation. So r has property 3.1. 
There exists an integer II, such that for all n, 0:” is covered by L), 
translates of 4r71. 
4, is closed under conjugation, so 4:” is covered by III2 translates of 
4r’“. Let L) = D12. We have (x1 ,,,,, 01~ E r such that 4:” C (Jy=, ~(+lr.=. 
Therefore 44”. G uFz, olid71 (Ker T) C WY=, 01~4~~ if n > 1. Therefore 
fP+2_C (JfL, a,4 2n+1 if n > 2. Thus r has property 3.2. 
PR~~~~ITIoN 3.5. UP x Ik has properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof. Let 4 = ((al ,..., a,, ,+) E RR *: Zk s.t. - 1 < ai ,( f 1, 
i = l,..., m -I- k}. Property 3.1 is obvious. AIso d” = ((al ,,,,, a,,,.!;) s.t. 
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--72 < ai < n>, Therefore AZ”. L u {(al ,,,., u,,~+JA~ s.t. LZ~ = -it, 0, 
or +n>- Therefore we may take D = 3m+k and r = W” x Z” has 
properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
IV. 
In Section IV we assume r is a locally compact separable group with 
properties 3.1 and 3.2. r acts on S as in Section II and E has been chosen 
as in Proposition 2.10, v as in Definition 2.11. So we have the ergodic 
groupoid ((r x S)l E, [Counting x v]). I’ acts freely, so this ergodic 
groupoid is an ergodic equivalence relation on E. In this section we 
show how to describe this equivalence relation in a new, and more 
useful, way. 
From 4.1 to 4.6 we discuss the equivalence relation associated with a 
directed system of idempotents. This will be the new way of describing 
the ergodic groupoid. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A map f: E -+ E is said to be an idempotent if: 
(a) f is a Bore1 map. 
(b) v(Domf) > 0. Note that Dom f need not be conull in E. 
(c) f*(v i Domf) - (v 1 Ranf). 
(d) Ran jc Domj andf ! Ranj = id 1 Ranj. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A Bore1 map f: E --+ E is said to be liftable if 
there is a Bore1 map $1 E -+ rsuch thatf(x) = 4(x) * x, for all s E Dom j. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Suppose A is a neighborhood of id in r. An 
idempotent f: E + E is said to have domain admitting a border of width 
d if, given x E Dom f and cc E fl such that E * x E Dom j, then f(x) = 
f(~ * x). Thus the setsf-l(y) are at least “A apart.” 
DEFINITION 4.4. (jill,n : 0 < m < n> is said to be a directed system 
of idempotents if: 
(4 eachfm,, is an idempotent (Definition 4.1), 
(b) if h -c m < 91, Domf,,, = Ranf,., andfnL,, ~fk,?~~ = f~-,~ e 
Note that Dom fmW, does not depend on n, call it Ffrh . 
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DEFINITION 4.5. C&en a directed system of idempotents {fill,,), 
define the “associated equivalence relation” on F, thus: x my if, for 
SOme n, fd4 = fo,n(r)e Ob viously this is a Borel equivalence relation. 
In Section IV we will find a directed system of idempotents such that 
the associated equivalence relation on F,) is the same as that defined by 
the action of r. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The Disjoint Graph Lemma. Let G be a proper 
ergodic equivalence veiation (De$nition 1.11). Let $1 ,..., 4, be Bore1 
l$tings ofd: G s i’? (see 1.4), i.e., d 0 $ = id ! 13om $. LetfJu) = T(&(zL)). 
If 
(a) D := OF=1 l>om & is of positive measwe in Ci, artd 
(b) $i(u) + #am, unless i - j, 
then there is a Bore1 set -Y C D of positive measure such that the sets f,(X), 
i LZ 1 I”*, Y, are disjoint. 
Suppose G is the restriction to E of T :< S, then pi corresponds to a map 
oi : B + r where ~Ju) - (ui(u), u) and so the range of y$ is the graph oj”u, . 
Hence the condition that ;f  i + j, $j(u) # $i( ) u , can be interpreted as saying 
that the graphs of the ai are disjoint. 
Proof. G is a proper crgodic groupoid, therefore f* = d*h is atom-free. 
We choose h E C so that ,u( U) = 1. II is separable and h is atom-free, so 
we can identify (U, A) with ([O, I], Lebesgue) [5, Theorem C, p, 1731. 
If i ;/ j, &(u) f &(a), therefore Y($~(u)) F r(&(~), i.e., if i -7’ j, 
{U E D:fJti) = fj(u)) = pi. Reindex the #,, if necessary, so that 
Y - {U E D: fi(ti) K: ... -:::fr(z4)} is of positive measure. 
If f](U) < a** c::fJu), there are rationals Q, ‘1. qPp-.l such that fi(u) c: 
q1 <I: fi(u) -ct. ... r: q,pl --I f,(u). Th e set of u for which this relation 
holds is Bore1 and there are only countably many (Y - 1)-tuples of 
rational% Therefore there are rational q1 m.* qrP1 for which 
X 5-z {U E D: fi(u) < Q1 ir[ f2(ti) c: *** < qrpI c: f,(zl)J is of positive 
measure. Obviously the sets f,:(-‘I’) are disjoint 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Given a compact neigborhood A of id in r and a Bore1 
set X C E of positive measure, there exists a Bore1 set P C X of positive 
measure with the property: given x, y  E Y and (Y, /3 E A such that 
CY . x = ,9 7 y, then x =: y. 
Proof, We partition A-lA into a finite number of Bore1 sets HI ,..., f-r, 
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each contained in some translate of d. Given .2: E X, Hix n X contains 
at most one point. {x: (Hi * x) f~ X # a> is Bore1 and so we can find 
a Bore1 set 2 of positive measure in X such that on 2 
(i: (Hi . x) n X # a) is constant. Relabel the Hi , if necessary, so that 
(Hi -x) I? X + o if i = l,..., rand(H,*x)nX= JZ ifi=r+ l,...,k. 
Let G be the ergodic equivalence relation (F x S 1 X, [Counting x 
u 1 X]). Define & : 2 + G by &(x) E G n (Hi x (LC}), i.e., #J,(X) is the 
unique member of Hi such that&(x) * x E X. Since d I(G n (Hi x 2)) -3 
2 is 1 : 1 onto and d is Borel, d-l and di are also Borel. We may assume 
that$,(x) = (id, x). 
By the Disjoint Graph Lemma (Proposition 4.6), there is a Bore1 set 
Y C 2 of positive measure such that the fi( Y) are disjoint, It follows that 
if a, /3 E A, x, y E I’, and cy*x =/3*yrX, then x =~~-lBmy and 
a-i/3 E H, for some i, Therefore x = j<(y) E X n f,(X). Thereforefi = id 
and so x = y. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Given a compact symmetric neighborhood A of 
id i?z r and a Bore1 set 9 C E of positive measure, there is a Borel set 
Y C X such that: 
(a) givenx,yf Yanda,pEAsuchthatr*-x ==,/3*y, thenx =y, 
(b) (A2 . Y) n S = A’ (mod 0). 
Proof. A Bore1 set Y C E is said to have “property P” if, given 
x,y~Y and ~:,PEA such that CI*X =/3-y, then x =y. Choose 
YI C X a Bore1 set with property P such that V( YI) > 3 sup (V(Y): Y is 
a Bore1 set in X with property P]. If Y, has been chosen, choose 
Y ,,lcx-A”~(Ylu-**uYn) such that V( Y,+J > k sup{u( Y): Y is 
a Bore1 in X - A2 ’ (Yi u a*. u Y,) with property P}, Let Y = lJ, Y, . 
Y obviously has property P. If Y(X - A2 ’ Y) > 0, we apply Proposition 
4.7 with X - fls * Y in place of X and obtain a Bore1 set Y, with 
property P disjoint from A2 * Y and of positive measure. Therefore 
by(L) d ,(Y,) f or all n, so co > V(X) > Ez=., v(Y~) = a, This 
contradiction proves that v(X - A2 . Y) = 0, as required. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Given an integer Nand 6 > 0, there is an integer Msuch 
that, for all BoreE sets X C E of positive measure, there is a liftable 
idempotent f: E + E such that 
(a) Dom f C X, 
(b) f has domain admitting a border of width AN (Definition 4.3), 
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(c) if0 is the integer in Dejinition 3.2 and Q, = Dp3, Y(Domf) 3 
fo 449 
(d) V(X r‘l (ds 7 Domf) < (I + S) Y(Domf‘), 
(e) if.f(x) =f(y), x E dM - y. 
Proqf, Choose an integer J > (6~-~. Let L = (1 -I- 1)N. Let 
A = AdL, Let &I = 8L. Let k’ be chosen as in Proposition 4.8 to have 
properties 4.8(a) and 4.8(b). 
Aa = daL and so is covered by D3 translates of dL (see Definition 3.2), 
i.e., dRr. < U;“= d %q for some suitable ai E I’. 
Therefore (Jz, ((ALai 1 Y) n -X) = X(mod 0). 
Therefore there exists an integer i such that v((dki * Y) n X) > 
D-3v(X) = E&X). By reindexing the wi , if necessary, we may assume 
that v((d%, * E’) n S) < E~v(X). 
In Fig. 1 we consider part of one orbit of r == Ha. The points of 
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X - Y are denoted by x, the points of Y by y. A is the square of unit 
side. The smallest squares in the figure are of side L, the largest of side 
2L. We have just shown that by translating the square by ‘Ye, the points 
of X in all the smallest squares in all the orbits form a Bore1 set of 
measure at least e&X). 
The sets (dL+(T’l)“~l * Y - dL+rN~r * Y) n X, r = O,..., (I- l), are 
disjoint Bore1 sets. They correspond in the figure to the translates by 0~~ 
of the regions between the dotted lines. (In the figure, J = 3). 
It follows that for some r, 
v(P L+(r+l)Niyl . y _ ALt rNLu 1 - Y) n X) < J-b(X) < SE&r). 
With N and r chosen as above, we define a map g: E -+ E as follows: 
Dom g = (d L+r#V;yl * Y) n X. g(aar * y) = y for a: E AL+fiV. This is well- 
defined since if cvoli * y = pa1 . x for y, x E Y and a, fl E dL+yN, 
then ~~‘/&, E d2tLfrN) L A and x E A 7 y so x = y (Proposition 4.8, 
property (a))* 
Let #: Dom g: + F be the unique map such that g(x) = 4(x) * x, i.e., 
a,b(aal * y) = a;la-l if 01 E d L+TN. If H is a Bore1 set in r, #-1(H) = 
(H-l . Y) n X and so is v-measurable. 
Thus $ is a v-measurabIe map: Dom g * r. Therefore, if we restrict 
the domain of g by removing a null set, we may assume $ is a Bore1 
map. Since g is liftable (to #) g*(v 1 Domg) N (V 1 Rang) (because a 
Bore1 set in E is null iff its saturation is null). By von Neumann’s Cross 
Section Theorem [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 661, there is a Bore1 set Z C Dom g 
such that g 1 Z is 1 : 1 and g(Z) is conull and Bore1 in Ran g. 
Restrict the domain of g to g-l(g(Z)), a Bore1 set conull in Dom g. 
Define f = (g 1 Z)-i 0 g. It is easily seen that the composite of liftable 
maps is liftable, and the inverse of 1 : 1 liftable map is liftable. Since 
f is liftable, f *(v 1 Domf) N (V 1 Ranf). It is easily seen that f is an 
idempotent (Definition 4.1). Dom f C (dLtrAVal * Y) n ..‘Y and is conull to 
Cd L+rN IY~ - Y) n X. 
(4 is obious. 
(b) follows from the choice of Y as in Proposition 4.8 and 
r < (I - 1). 
(c) follows from v((d%, * Y) n X) 2 E&X). 
(d) follows from the choice of Y. 
(4 XE (A L+;rNal)-1 (d -%1) *f(x)C .zF1d4G, *f(x) = 44t *f(x)* 
So iff(x) = f(y), x E AsL . y = AM * y, 
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In Fig. 1 we translate the (r + l)st smallest squares by cxr . f maps each 
point in X of one of these squares to the unique point in 2 of the same 
square. Of course, if cyl = id, we could take Z = Y and then f just 
maps each point x in the (Y + 1)st smallest square to the point y in that 
square. 
Remark. The existence of a specific Ed > 0 rather than an arbitrary 
E > 0 is convenient but not crucial. However, we have restricted our 
attention to groups with property 3.2 because w:e need Proposition 4.9(d). 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Given an integer K and l > 0, there is an integer 
iVl and a liftabb idempotent f: E + E such that : 
(a) the domain off admits a border of width A” (see Definition 4.3), 
(b) v(Domf) 3 (1 - 6) v(E), 
(cl <f-f(x) =f(r), 3 E AM YY- 
Proof. Choose 6 so that (l/( I ~.~ 8)) .m. 1 - G. We define a sequence 
(fi) of idempotents as follows: 
Let N 7 2K and apply Proposition 4.9 with E = X; we obtain fi 
in place off. Suppose fi ,..., f, have been defined, then we let 
Apply Proposition 4.9 with X,,, in place of S to obtainf,,., in pIace off. 
The sets Domf, are disjoint and so we can define f by f 1 Domf, = .f, . 
Since eachf, is a liftable idempotent, f is a liftable idempotent. We now 
check that .f has properties (a), (b). and (c). 
(a) Given x, y E Dom f and 1y . x = p . y, where LY, p t dK, then 
x E Dom f, , y E Domf, for some r, s. We may assume Y 3 s. If Y > s, 
x E X, C S, and y E Domf, , so x E X, n (BN * Domfq), therefore 
x $ _T_:,+i and, since Y > s, x $ XT , a contradiction. If r = 5, f, has domain 
admitting a boundary of width ALL, so s = y. Thus f has domain 
admitting a boundary of width AK. 
(b) v(Domf) = I’:=,“=, v(Domfr). By Proposition 4.9(c), 
By Proposition 4.9(d), ~(~1:~ n (Adv . Domf,)) < (I + 6) v(Domf,). 
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Therefore v(Domf,) > E&V(E) - z’,=, (1 + S) v(Domf,)) > E&V(E) - 
(1 + 6) v(Domf)). Therefore, if for some y > 0, v(Dom f) < 
(1 - d/U + 6) @I, 4DomfJ > , Q TV(E) for all r and so v(Domf) = 
03, a contradiction. This shows that v(Domf) > v(E)/(I + 6) = 
(1 - E) V(E). 
(c) Since the Domf, are disjoint and Rani C Domf,, if 
en x’ and y E Domf, for some s, and f,(x) = f?(r) and 
4.11. Proposition 4.10 is nearly the basic tool we need in Section IV, 
However, we require that the liftable idempotent f, in addition to 
having the properties (a), (b), and (c) of Proposition 4.10, is also to be 
2p : 1. For some integer P. 
We first obtain a “nearly 2p : 1” idempotent and then remove part of 
its domain to obtain a 2p : 1 idempotent. This “nearly 2p : 1” idempotent 
h is defined as g 0 f, where f is as in Proposition 4.10 and g is a new 
liftable idempotent such that Domg = Ranf and such that on 
(x E Ranf: #f-‘(x) = k), g is 112 : 1 where km is “near” 2p. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. (r. x) n E is infinitefor almost all x E E. 
Proof. If this were not true, using von Neumann’s Cross Section 
Theorem [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 661 for the map d: (I’ x S 1 E) -+ E 
(d(a, x) = x) and the Disjoint Graph Lemma (Proposition 4.6)) we 
obtain a Bore1 set Y C E of positive measure meeting each r-orbit at 
most once. However, (r x S 1 E, [Counting r: ~1) is a proper ergodic 
groupoid and so the existence of such a set Y is impossible. This 
contradiction proves Proposition 4.12. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Given an integer m > 0, there is an m : 1 liftable 
idenajmtent g : E + E. 
Note. By Definition 4.1, Dom g must be of positive measure. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.12, (r * x) n E is infinite for almost al1 
x E E. We can apply von Neumann’s Cross Section Theorem rn times 
to the map d: (r x S 1 E 4 E, defined by d(a, x) = x, to obtain m 
disjoint Bore1 sets G, ,..., G,, C (r x S 1 E) such that d(G,) is conull 
in E and d 1 Gi is 1 : 1, We may assume that G, = E. Let & = (d 1 G&l. 
Let @s),(x) = Y(#~(x)), where Y((Y, x) = iy * x. By the Disjoint Graph 
Lemma, there is a Bore1 set XC E of positive measure in E such that the 
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@s),(X) are disjoint. Let Dom g = lJz, (~s)~(S), and let g(@),(x)) =x, 
for all x E S. (ps), is liftable to J& , a Bore1 map, andg I(psi(X) = ((p~)&~, 
so g is 1iftabIe. It follows that g*(v 1 Domg) N (V 1 Rang). (A Bore1 set 
in E is null iff its saturation is null). 
Dom g C 9 and so is of positive measure. Also, Rang = X _C Dom g 
and g 1 -Y = ((psi)---l = id 1 X, so g is a liftable idempotent and is ~1 : I. 
hOPOSITION 4.14. Given CUE infeger m > 0, there is a hytabje idem- 
potent g: E + E which is m : I and whose domain is conull in E. 
J%Tw~. There are liftable m : 1 idempotents g,, with disjoint domains 
such that if h is any liftable m : 1 idempotent whose domain is disjoint 
from ur==, DomgT , then Lv( Dom h) < 2y( Dom g,,&+,). Let Dam g = 
U, l)om if?, - Let g 1 Dom g,, = g,, . g is a liftable m : 1 idempotent. If 
Dom g is not conull in E, Proposition 4.13 applied to (F Y: S)I(E-- 
Dom g) provides an m : 1 liftable idempotent h whose domain is disjoint 
from I)om g. Therefore v(Dom 1i) < 2v(Dom gli , i) for all n. v(E) r: r/3, 
so we have a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Given an integer m > 0 and E > 0, there is alz 
integer A? and a lifiable idempotent g: E + E such that: 
(a) g is p11 : I, 
(b) v( E-Dom g) < E, 
(c) ;I’g(x) = g(y), x E LlM ‘_2’. 
Proof. Prom Proposition 4.14, w-e have an m : 1 liftable idempotent 
g: B+ E of conull domain, Let A, = {x: g-‘(g(x)) < drz * $1. If n > m, 
An, 5 A, ) and U, A, 7 Dom g. It follows that for some i&f, 
v(E - A,) < E. Proposition 4.15 now follows if we restrict g to A, . 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Given E > 0, 6 > 0, and an integer K, there 
exists a liftable idempotent h: E + E and integers T, P such that: 
(a) h has donzain admitting a horder of width dK (De$nition 4.3), 
(b) u(Dom h) >, (1 - l ) v(E), 
(c) if h(x) = h(y), x e AT * y, 
(d) ;fy E Ran /J, 2’ < # h-l(y) < 2p(l + 6). 
Proof. A liftable idempotent f and an integer M are chosen as in 
Proposition 4.10 (replace E by c/2). 
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Consider the map i: y F+ # (f-l(y)), where Dom 5 = Ranf. By 
applying von Neumann’s Cross Section Theorem to the Bore1 map f, 
we see that 5, suitably restricted to a set corm11 in Ranf, is Borel. So 
we obtain Bore1 sets Ek C <-l(k) such that (Jk E, is conull in Ranf, 
Since dM can be covered by finitely many translates of A, 1: is bounded 
by L, say. Thus uk, E, is conul1 in Ranf. 
There is an integer P and integers mx: such that 2p < km, < 2?(1 + S), 
for K = l,..., L. 
The liftable idempotent gk and the integer A!&. are chosen as in 
Proposition 4.16 with Ek in place of E, vx: = (f*u)I E, in place of Y, 
and t/2 in place of E. Let T = 2M + max Mk . 
On f-l(Dom gFe), h is defined as g, 0 f. h is the composite of liftable 
maps and so is liftable. We check that la has properties (a), (b), (c), 
and (d): 
(a) If x and iu.xfDomh and a:gdK, f(x) =f(a*x) (by 
Proposition 4.10(a)). Therefore h(x) = ~(CL . x). 
(b) Dom h = &~lf-l(Dom gk). Therefore v(Dom h) = 
Cf;l=, Vk( Domg,) > x:=1 (1 - e/2) v,~(E,J (Proposition 4.15(b)). Therefore 
v(Dom 4 3 (1 - 44 L$l 4%) = (J - 42) k$l 4f-Y-W 
= (I - +2) v(Domf) > (f - e/2)(1 - c/2) v(E) 2 (1 - E) v(E). 
(c) If k(x) = h(y), f(x) and f(y) belong to the same Ek and 
gdfG4) = k!k(f(Y)h so f(x) f flAfk -f(y) (by Proposition 4.15(c). Now 
f(f(x)) = f(X)? so (by Proposition 4,10(c)), f(x) E AM * x. Similarly, 
f(y) E AhI * y. Therefore x E d2M+Mh ’ y C dT * y. 
(d) h-l(y) = f-l(g;l(y), for some k. gk is mk : 1, each point 
of g;l(y) t E, , and so, if z ~g;l(y), # (f-l(y)) = k. 
Therefore, # h-l(y) = kmk so 2p < # h-l(y) < 2p( 1 + 6). 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Given E > 0 nnd an integer K, there is a liftable 
idempotent g: E --+ E and integers T, P such that: 
(a) g has domain admitting a border of width AK (DeJnition 4.3), 
P) 4Dom g) 3 (1 - ~1 4% 
(cl if&w = g(y), x E AT * YI 
(d) gis2p:1. 
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Proof. Tn Proposition 4.16 we replace E by c/2 and choose 6 so that 
(1 - e) = (1 ~ E/2) (1 + 8)-l. We obtain a liftable idempotent h and 
integers T and Y. g will be a suitable restriction of h. 
By von Neumann’s Cross Section Theorem applied repeatedly to 
h: E 4 E, we can find disjoint Bore1 sets Bkr, P = I,..., k. 2p < k < 
2p(1 + a), such that Ur,x: Bi is conull in Dom h, I2 1 N,’ is 1 : 1, and, 
if x E Ukr, h-l(h(x)) intersects each Bh.?, r = I,..., k, in exactly one point, 
so # h-l(h(x)) == k. F or a fixed k, take the 2p largest sets B/CT (i.e., the 
2 sets of largest V) and let C, he their union. 
Let g = h 1 uI; c, . u(C,) 3 2p/2p( 1 .-I- 6) v($=, B,‘). Therefore 
Y(Dom) > l/(1 + 8) Y(D om h) 2~ (1 ~ c/2) (1 + 8)--l v(E) (by Proposi- 
tion 4.16(b). Th ere f ore v(Dom g) > (1 ~ E) u(E). So g has property (b). 
Property (d) is obvious and properties (a) and (c) follow from Proposition 
4.16(a) and (c). 
PROPOSITION 4.18. There is a directed system of leTtable idempotenfs 
{fn,m} (De$zition 4.4) such that: 
(a) Given n, there is an integer P,, such that fn,,L+l is 2’*: 1, and 
(b) 4f’fFo = Domfo,, I the associated equivaleue relation (Defini- 
lion 4.5) is the same as that defined by (r \ 8)’ F, 
Proof. (A) The construction of the directed system {f,,z,n}: 
We first find liftable idempotents g,n.nil using Proposition 4.17 as 
follows: 
Choose a sequence E, > 0, n = 1, 2 ,..., such that n’l==, (1 - E,) > 0. 
Replace E by Ed and K by k; = 1 in Proposition 4.17 to obtain integers 
T, , PI and an idempotcnt g,,l in place of T, P, and g, respectively. Let 
1’1 = g, 1 V. Let El = Rang,,, . I,et K, = 21; + 2 and replace E by 
Ed , K 6y k:, , E by E, , and v by v1 in Proposition 4.17 to obtain TX , 
I’, I ad g1.2 . Let g,,, = g,,, 0 g,,, . Suppose g,,, has been defined. Let 
VTZ = gt,n. y. Let E,,, = Rang,,, . Let K, = 2(T, + Tz + ‘** + T,+,) +- 
n and replace E by E,~, , E by E, , v by E’~ , and K by K, in Proposition 4.17 
to obtain T, , P, , and g,,n+l . Let go,n+l = g1,,71L1 ~g,,,~ . Let F,, = 
n,nOmgon. Let F,, = go,JFo). Let fn,n,.l = gn,n.,.l I F,. and define 
f,* .ilL accordingly. 
(B) F,, is of positive measure. 
Proof, (Dam g,,,}zE1 is a decreasing sequence of Bore1 sets, 
@om go.,n - Dam go,mil) = (&,, ~1 (Ran go,, - Dam g,,n+l) < 
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e,(g& V) (Ran go,,) by Proposition 4.17 (b). Therefore v(Dom g,,, - 
Domgo,,+l) < 6, 4Domgo,,). Th erefore v(F,) >i JJz=, (1 - Ed) v(E) > 0 
(‘4 If x EF, 3 (awl)-’ km+&)) CE;,, + 
f+oof. Suppose Y E knflF1 kn,n+l(4) C Dam gn.n+l c Es - En = 
Rang,., 3 therefore there are x1 E F, and y1 E E such thmt x = g&x1), 
Y = go,n(YJ. goJ&1) = go,n+l(Yl) and Xl EFo = nm4 Dam gem - 
Therefore from the definition of go,.i,l , y1 E fi”,=,+l Dom g,,, = 
f-c=1 Domgom = F, . Therefore y t F, , as required. 
(D) (f,,lri} is a directed system of Iiftabie idempotents. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.17, gn,n+l is liftable, so the f,., are liftable. 
Next, we check that thejfi,,+, are idempotents (Definition 4.1) : 
(4 fn,rL+l is Borel. 
(b) Dan fn,n+1 = F7& * go,, is Iiftable and the saturation of a 
null set is null, Therefore (ga,J* (V 1 Dom goTn) - (V 1 Ran go,,) and so 
from (B) v(Dom f,,,+d > 0. 
(4 (fn,a+l)* (v I Domf,,,+J - (v I Ranf,.,+A since LA+I is 
liftable and the saturation of a null set is null. 
(4 If y E Ranf,,,+, , Y = 3Cn,n+d~)r x f Domf,,,+, C F, 1 ~0 
Y = g,,n+l(x) and g,,,+,(y) = Y = g,,d+ Therefore, by (Cl Y EC - 
Thus y E F, n Ran g%,,%+r CF. n Dom g,,,tl = Dom fn,rL+l Therefore 
Ran gn,n+l C Domf,,,+l . Since gn,n+l I Rang,,,+l = id I Ran gn,n+l I it 
follows thatf,,,,, I Ran f,,,+l I =gn,.n.+l Ranf,,,+, = id I Ranfn.,+~ . 
{fnwm} forms a directed system, since if k < m < n, Ran fjc,,,b = 
fk,m(Fm> = gk,m(~nJ = CL = Dam f,n,?l * 
(El fn.,+l is 2’ : 1 for some integer P. 
Proof. gn,n+l is 2p : 1 (Proposition 4.17), and by (C), if 
and SO~~,~+~ is also 2p : 1. 
(I?) The associated equivalence relation ,-, is the same as that 
definedby I’x SjF,. 
Proof. Since each fn,%+r is liftable, if x - y, x E I’ * y. 
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Conversely, if x, y EF~ and x E I’ * y, there is an integer n for which 
x E dTb 7 y (Property 3.1). From Proposition 4.17(c), 
and 
Therefore 
fo,n(Y) E A 
T,+T,+. . .+T,  
'Y- 
fn,nW E A e(T,+..*+T,)+n * fo,n(YL 
i.e., fo&) f  L&L -L(Y), gn,tLj-1 has d omain admitting a border of 
width AKn+l, so g, ,n+1(fcl,n(4) = 8n,1a+1 (fdY)>, kf",n+l(4 = fo,n+dY)- 
Therefore x -y. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. If f: E + E is a lifiable 2p: 1 idempotent, there 
are P liftable 2 : 1 idempolents g, ,.. ., g, such that: 
(a) Dom g, is conuEE Gz Domf, 
(b) Dom g, = Rang,, for Y = I ,..., P - 1, 
(c) Ran g, is conull in Ran f, 
(4 flDow5 =gp~gp-l~~-~~92~91. 
Proof. We apply von Neumann’s Cross Section Theorem 2’ - 1 
times to find disjoint Bore1 sets A, ,..., Aep such that f 1 A, is 1 : 1 and 
f(r2,) is conull in Ran f. Since f is an idempotents, we may asume that 
A, C Kanf. Also, we may assume thatf(A,) = A,, for all r. So we have 
liftable 1 : 1 onto Bore1 maps h,., : il, + il, defined by h,r,, = 
(f I 4P’ n (f I 4. 
We define g,; with domain u [A, : I <. r < 2+“) thus: 
if 1 ( y < 3p-k-1 \ 1 > g, 1 A, = id. 
if 2P--k-i < I -< p-4 I Sk I 4 = A,,, I where s = r - ZPpkpl. 
‘The gp. so obtained are liftable idempotents with the required 
properties. 
PROPOSITION 4.20. (A slight modification of Proposition 4.18). 
There is a directed system of liftable idempotents (h,n,,) such that: 
(a) hn,mz+l is 2 : 1, 
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lb) if H, = Dam h,,,,, , the associated equivaknce relation 
on H0 is the same as that dejked by (T x S)l H, (DeJinitiun 4.5). 
Proof. Proposition 4.20 is an immediate consequence of Propositions 
4.18 and 4.19. 
V, SOME THEOREMS ON VIRTUAL GROUPS 
In Section V we first show that virtual subgroups of BBm >: Hk defined 
by proper free ergodic actions can be imbedded in SJ, the direct sum of 
countably many copies of Z/22 (Theorem 1). Next, we show that they 
can also be imbedded in E (Theorem 2). Finally, we restrict our attention 
to virtuaI groups defined by proper free ergodic actions of Rm x Zk 
on spaces (S, p), where p is finite and invariant. We will show that all 
such virtual groups are the same (Theorem 3). 
In Section V we assume r is a locally compact separable group with 
properties 3.1 and 3.2 acting in a proper free ergodic fashion on (S, p) 
a standard measure space, E and v are chosen as in Proposition 2.10 and 
Definition 2.11, respectively. The directed sequence of liftable idem- 
potents {h,,m} is chosen as in Proposition 4.20. Our immediate aim is to 
show how the equivalence relation associated with {fn,nl} (Definition 4.5) 
can be described as the equivalence relation defined by a free action 
of Jz on a Bore1 set B corm11 in I$,, = Dom h,,, . 
Let Sz, be the nth copy of kj2H. Let G, be generated by 731 .
DEFINITION 5.1. A Bore1 G-space H ([l, p. 3281) is said to “admit 
a sequence of dichotomies” if there are Bore1 sets H, , n = 0, I,..., 
such that: 
(a) H = H, and H, 3 H,,, , for all n, and 
(b) H, is the disjoint union of H,+1 and 77C+1 * H,,, . 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If the Bore1 SZ-space H admits a sequence of 
dichotomies and m > 0, H, is the disjoint union of the sets 
i 
ntm 
q&a,,) : 7 E @ Q, 1 
r=4+1 1 
Proof. A trivial induction on na. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3, If the Bore1 Q-space H admits a sequence of 
dichotomies, the action of Q on H is free. 
Proof. A trivial consequence of Proposition 5.2. 
5.4. The Action of 52 
We define an action of srl on II,, = Dom h,,l as follows: 
Since 1r,,.,,.,1 is 2 : 1, h,,,+l 1 (H, .- H,,,+l) is I : I and h,,,,.,(H,, - 
Hw: 1) -1 Jf,brl . We define the action of T,+~ on Hm - HTzAL to be 
h lL,nll) and on H, +l to be th,,,,+l ~ (H, - IZllt.J-l. This extends to a 
unique action of Q on HO 
PKOPOSITION 5.5. The action of 52 dejned in 5.4 admits a sequence of 
dichotomies (DeJnition 5.1). 
Proof. Trivial. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The action of D preserves the measure class [v 1 H,,]. 
Proof. If 7 E Q, the action of r is by means of a liftable map. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The action of 52 on HO dejnes the same equivalence 
relation as r x S 1 H, . 
Proof. By Proposition 4.20, the equivalence relation associated with 
the directed sequence of idempotents (h,,,,,] on H,, is the same as that 
defined by r x S 1 HO. 
If T E Q, T E O’TC1 Q,, for some 111, so hO,m(x) = hu.,Jr * x) for all 
x E HO . 
Conversely, by a trivial induction on m, hn,lll(x) E B * x, and so, if 
ho,,(y) = h,,,Jx) far some m, x E 8 1 y. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. If the measure p on the r-space S is $finite and 
invariant, there is a finite measure X .- (u 1 HO) which is Q-invariant. 
PYOUJ If T E D, T acts by means of a liftable map. By Proposition 2.12, 
if A is any Bore1 set in T-r, , v(~ * A) < D v(A). This holds for all T E 8. 
Thus 
for all i- E Q. 
Let 
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Thenfis Bore1 and D-l <f(x) < D a.e. Also, if r3 E ?c-r,f(u * x)d(o*v)jdv= 
f(x), and so we define JI by X(A) = JAf(x) dv(x). 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a Eocally compact separable group w&h properties 
3.1 and 3.2 (e.g., W” x Zm). Let r act in a proper free ergodic fashion on 
(S, p). Then the v&ual subgroup of r, so defined, is isomorphic to a virtual 
subgroup of 52 de$ned by A proper free ergodic action of Q on some (H, , A). 
The Q-space H, admits a sequence of dichotomies (Definition 5.1). 
Furthermore, if p is l--invariant, we may assume A is O-invariant. 
Proof. The action of Jz on H, is as in 5.4. If p is not r-invariant, 
X = v 1 H, . If it is r-invariant, h is chosen as in Proposition 5.8. Thus 
we have only to show that the ergodic groupoids (r x S, [Haar x ~1) 
and (Q % Ha , [C ounting x h]) are similar. By Proposition 2.13, 
(r x S, [Haar x ~1) is similar to (r x S 1 E, [Counting x v 1 El). 
v(H,) > 0, and so by the theorem of Arlan Ramsay mentioned in 1.18 
([3, Theorem 6.17 p. 290]), (r :k S 1 E, [Counting r: v 1 E]) is simiIar 
to (r x s 1 H,, [C ounting x A]). By Proposition 5.7 and the freedom of 
the actions of r and 0, we see that (r x S 1 H, , [Counting x AJ) is the 
same ergodic groupoid as (Sz \ H,, , [Counting x A]). This completes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Given an ergodic action of ~‘2 on (H, A) admitting a 
sequence of dichotomies (De$nition 5-l), there is a Bore1 set K, conull 
in H, and an ergodic action of Z on (K, h 1 K) such that the Q-orbits and 
Z-orbits in K are the same. 
Furthermore, ;f h is Q-invariant, h is also Z-invariant. 
Proof. We have a sequence H = H,, 2 HI 3 .*. as in Definition 5.1. 
The Bore1 set fl, H,, meets each orbit in at most one point and so is 
nuI1. Similarly, the set n, (T,T,-r a.1 7r) * H, is null. 
H - n H, is the disjoint union of the sets (N, - H,+l), n 3 0. 
H - fl (7,7,p1 ... 7J * H, is the disjoint union of the sets 
(r,~m-, -7 * ~1) * K,, - 
We define the action of h thus: if x E H, - H,,, = T,+ 1 (Hn+l), 
1 ’ x = (~~+r T,~ 7-q TJ * x. Thus (1 7) maps H, - H,,, 1 : 1 onto 
(T, I’. TV) . H,,, and preserves the measure class of h. If h is Q-invariant, 
A wil1 be Z-invariant, The action of a is only defined on the conull set 
K = 17, n * (H - 17, f&J- 
It is trivial that the Z-orbits are contained in the Q-orbits. By an 
obvious induction on m, the orbits of (@EC1 a,) in K are contained in 
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the Z-orbits. So the Z-orbits are just the intersection of the B-orbits 
with K. 
'~HEOKEM 2. Let T be a l~~cally compact separable group with properties 
3.1 and 3.2 (e.g,, Iwn x FL>. Let r act in a proper free ergodicfashion on 
(S, EL). The z.irtual subgroup of F so defined is isomorphic to a virtual 
subgroup ofZ on same (K, A). 
If p is .T-invariant, zLe ma&v assume X is Z-invariant. 
Proof. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of ‘l’heorem 1, 
Proposition 5.9, and the theorem of Arlan Ramsay discussed in 1.18. 
We now restrict our attention to the case of a r-invariant finite 
measure p. ‘l’he Q-space (H, A) is as in Theorem 1 and X is O-invariant. 
We may assume A(H) = I. 
Since H admits a sequence of dichtomies, we have H = 
II,, 3 H, z7 * *e as in Definition 5.1. 
From Definition 5.10 to Proposition 5.14, we will bc reexpressing some 
results of A. M. Vershik [9] in a different notation. 
DEFINITION 5.10. Let P,,, : L”(H, A) -+L2(H. A) be defined by 
(P,n,f)(x) = 2-j”E /.f(o * w) : u E g &I. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. P,, is an orthogonal projection and if m > ~1, 
pm < P,l,, * 
Proof, h is Q-invariant. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. 1ff~L"(H, h), P,,,f converges strongly in LJ (H, A) 
to the constant jH,p(x) dh(x). 
Proof. Since P,, is a decreasing sequence of orthogonal projections, 
Pmf converges to g, say, in L2(H, A). X(H) = 1, so PT,,f converges to 
g in L1(H, A). 
(%f) is (~ZJ. %I- invariant and so g is Q-invariant as a point in 
L1(T, A). Since LJ is countable, g is a.e. Q-invariant. Since 52 acts ergodic- 
ally, g is a.e. constant. JH (p,,f) (x) dx = JHf(x) dA(x) for all m and so 
g = JHf(@ a x a.e. Thus Pl,,f converges strongly to JfIf(x) dh(x). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Given disjoint Bore1 sets Xl ... X, C H and E > 0, 
there is an integer m and a new, free action, *, of @,,l - (@I:-~ 52,) on II 
such that: 
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(a) the orbits @, . x and Edna* x are the same, and 
(b) eoery X, can be approximated to witkin E by a $nite union of 
sets T*H,, (such that 7 E @,). 
Proof. Choose k so that 2-k < ~15. Let Y, = -Y, - HI, , Let xr be 
the characteristic function of Y, . 
By Proposition 5.12, (Pmx,) + h( Y?) in L1(H, h). Choose m 3 k so that 
I[ P,,xr - A( Y,)jll < G/25, for 7 = l... L. 
The @‘,&-invariant set B = (x E H: l(P,ilxr) (x) - A( I’,)~ > ~15) is of 
measure < ~15. 
Let L, be be largest integer such that L, < Zm(P& (x) = # 
(Y7n@?n* x) and so, for all x 4 B, #(Y, n @,, * x) 2 L, . 
H,, is a cross-section for the action of @.~,~ , so we can find Bore1 maps 
qr,..., UL rr : (H, - B) -+ QWr such that the maps sj’ defined by +‘(x) = 
U~T(X) * x map (H, - B) isomorphically onto L, disjoint subsets of Y, . 
We can also choose (2” - 1 - EL1 Lv) Bore1 maps ujo:(HIn - B) -+ @,, 
such that if sjo(x) = ojo(x) * x, the sjo map (H, - B) isomorphically 
onto disjoint sets in (H - B) - (H,, ~ B) - Uf-, uF& sj’(H,, - B). 
Thus we have 2” - 1 Bore1 maps sj+’ mapping (H,, - B) isomorphic- 
ally onto disjoint sets in (H - B) whose union is (H - B) - H,, . 
Label the sj’ by elements of Qrn - {id} thus: {sjT} = {u7 : t E (anl -(id)). 
Let u,, = id. So (H - B) = tJ, u,(H,, - B). 
We define the action * on (H ~ B) thus: if x = u,(y), for some 
~E(H, - B) and UE@,, U* x = q,,(y). Define the action * of Qrn 
on B to be the oId action. 
Obviously, the new orbits are contained in the oId and have 2” points, 
so the old and new orbits are the same. Therefore H, is a cross-section 
for the action *. 
Given X, , we can find 9,..., 7Lt E Qp,, such that u,~ = sj’ and so 
rj*H, : sjr(Hl, - B) u ~j v (B n H,,). sjT(H,, - B) C Y, C X, and 
the sjr(H,, - B) are disjoint, so h(X, - Uj sjr(HWt - B)) < ~15 + 
A( 1’7) - LJ(ff,, - B) < 45 + V,) - -bYK,) -!- LAB * Hm) < 
45 + A(YJ - (L,2-)(1 - 45) < 2~15 + A( Y?) - (LJ2”. Now 
L, + 1 2 2-9(Pmxr)(x) - 45) if x $ B and so L, + 1 3 2-” + h( Y,) - 
2~/5. Therefore h(X, - & s[(H?* - B)) < 4~/5. Also 
Therefore Xr is approximated to within E by (Jf& T$ * (H,). 
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PROPOSITION 5.14. Let (H, h) and (IF, X2) be ergodic J2-spaces with 
invariant puobabilit-y measures admitting sequences of dichotomies (Definition 
5.1). The equivalence relations dejned by the actions are isomorphic in the 
sense that there is an essentially I : I oato Bore1 map f: H + Hz such that 
f *A = A2 and for almost all x and y E H, x t R * y ;fJf(x) E Q *f(y). 
l’mof. Choose a sequence of successively finer partitions Ph. of H 
into 2” Bore1 sets such that (JNPN generates all Bore1 sets. Let P, = 
(A-1’,.,., Xiw}. Ch oosc a sequence EN + 0. 
Suppose we have found an integer VZ,~ and an action * of Qllis = 
0 :E!! 0, as in Proposition 5.13, with cN in place of t and S,,‘,..., ,k.& in 
place of XI ,..., XR . WC can pull back the partition P,,, to II,,,N , i.e., 
consider the partition generated by the 2?“N partitions (7*(X,” n T*H,,!~): 
y := 1 ,*-a, RN). We replace E by E(,~,,+!) L ~--MY and 12 bv f@;*,,,,.+, R,, and 
apply Proposition 5.13. Thus we obtain an action * of ~~?~~,,.,.,, OR,, on 
H ,,,, y and hence an action * of @,,, , = @I~~~’ Sz, on H,where najy! 1 -7. m’. 
In this way \ve obtain an acti&? * of Sz on H such that: 
(a) if F E H, D*x = B . x, and 
(b) (7 + II,,, : 7 f @,,,J ’ forms a sequence of successively finer 
partitions of II into 2 nt Horel sets of equal measure, whose union is 
dense in (H, A). 
We do the same for (H2, A?). f is defined to be the unique (mod 0) 
Bore1 map taking 7 + II,,, to 7 * H,,,2 for all m and for all 7 E a,,, . 
If u F 0, (a*) of0 (u*) also takes 7 + H,,, to 7 -ti H,,,s for all 7 E QQ,,~ 
and so (0”) afo (o*) -f a.e. ‘l’hus ([I, A) and (IF, A2) are isomorphic 
as LI-spaces (with the actions *) and so the corresponding equivalence 
reIations arc isomorphic. 
‘I-HEOREM 3. Let r, and r, be locally compact separable groups with 
properties 3.1 and 3.2 (e.g., RrL x Z*‘). Let ri act in a pvoperfiee eygodic 
fashion on (Si , pi), where pi is r&variant and finite. The virtual sub- 
groups of r, and F, , so de$ned, are the same. 
Proof. Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 5.14. 
PROPOSITION 5.15. Assume F is a countable group acting in a proper 
free ergodic fashion on (S, p), where p is r-invariant. Given any two Borel 
sets A and B of equal finite meusure, in S, there is a hItable &morphism 
f: A 3 B. 
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ProoJ As in Proposition 4.14, we can find a maximal (mod 0) pair 
(X,f) such that X C il and f maps X isomorphically onto some subset 
of B. h(X) = A(f(X)), th ere ore f if A(A - X) > 0, h(B -f(X)) > 0, I’ 
acts ergodically so r. (A - X) = S(mod 0) and since l-’ is countable, 
there exists a E r mapping a subset of (A - X) of positive measure 
into B -f(X). This contradicts the maximality of (X,f). Thus 
A(A - X) = 0, so X(B -f(x)) = 0. 
In Theorem 3, we showed that in the measure-invariant case, the 
ergodic groupoids ri x Si are similar. We now prove a stronger result 
for finitely generated abelian groups (e.g. Zk). 
The riext theorem is a special case of a result proven by H. A. Dye 
[ll, 121 for arbitrary countable abelian groups. R. M. Belinskaya [S] 
proved the special case r = Z. 
THEOREM 4. Let ri, i = 1, 2, be two finitely generated abelim 
groups acting in propep free ergodic fashion on (S.; , pi), where pi is ri- 
invariant and ~~(8,) = 1. 
Then the ergodic equivalence relations defined by these actions are 
isomorphic in the sense that there exists an essentially 1 : 1 onto Bore1 map 
f: 3, sy S, such thatf*pl = pLz andf(x) E r, -f(y) Z$ x E r, v y. 
Proof. Consider one such ergodic action and drop the subscript i. 
r is the product of a finite abelian group and H”, so from Propositions 
3.5. and 3.4, r has properties 3.1 and 3.2. d is a finite set in r. So if 
v is chosen as in Definition 2.11 and E as in Proposition 1.10, v(A) = 
cp(A) for all Bore1 sets A _C E where c = # LI. 
In Proposition 4.17, (b) may be replaced by (b’): v(Domg) = (1 - E) 
V(E) simply by restricting the range of g. 
Consider Proposition 4.18 and its proof. From Proposition 4.17(b’), 
ko*,d4 (Ranggosn - Domg,,,+J = dgU*,,v) PmgoA so by the 
argument of section (B) of the proof, 
@,) = (fi (1 - 4) 4-O 
72=1 
Thus, given any positive 6 < c-l v(E), we can ensure that p(F,) = S 
by choosing E, so that n (1 - 6,) = ~6. 
We denote by F,i the F, corresponding to the action of ri on (S, , p6) 
and we find some integer K such that 2K > cz, i = 1, 2, so we can 
ensure that pl(F,l) = P~(F,~) = 2-X. 
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As in the proof of ‘l’heorcm 1, we deiine actions of B on HI, 1j2 conull 
in For, Fo2, respectively. 
We use Proposition 5.15 to define free actions of (J!/2Z)K on Si by 
maps liftable to ri , for which the H” are cross-sections. Thus we obtain 
crgodic actions of J2 on the Si admitting a sequence of dichotomies 
(Definition 5.1). The Q-orbits are contained in the Fj-orbits and, when 
restricted to the sets Hi, are the same. From the ergodicity of the actions 
of the ri and the positivity of the p(Hi), we see that the equivalence 
relation defined by the action of Q is the same as that defined by the 
action of rL . Theorem 4 now foI1ow-s from Proposition 5.14. 
\‘I. SOME LESS ABSTRACT RESULTS 
In Section IV, we obtained various results about virtual groups. In 
Section V we interpreted these resuIts in a somewhat less abstract setting. 
We use George W. Mackey’s generalization of the concept of a 
“flow built under a function” [7, Section 61. If r, acts ergodically on 
(5 [PI) and 4: rI Y S + r, is a homomorphism of ergodic groupoids, 
we obtain a Boolean r,-space, which we dcnotc by Al;h , and a corre- 
sponding Bore1 F,-space (F?, , &). 
PROPOSITION 6. I. Let lYi act ergodicaEly on (Si , pi), i = I, 2, where p 
is a gzuzsi-i~7.vuri~uzt probability measure. 
If the corresporzding air-tual groups sue isomouphir, 
(a) there exists a homomorphism +: TI ” S, - T2 such that theye 
is a l”‘2-qz&ariant Bore/ isomorphism f: S, 2 3, such that f  *pLe A’ pa , 
(b) $ r, -7 r, = H and pL1 is insariant, & TU fie , n a-jinite 
invariant meusu7fe. 
Proof. (a) We have CX: r, A S, + r, x S, one half of the similarity 
Let 4”: r, ,I S, t r, be the homomorphism (m, x) + ol. From Theorem 
7.1 1 on p, 299 of [3], i!&,, and M& are isomorphic Boolean r,-spaces. 
From Theorem 7.10 on p. 299 of [3], M+ and ;cI, , the Boolean 
r,-space defined by the Bore1 rZ-space (S, , p.J, are isomorphic. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2, p. 333 of [I], there exists a unique (mod 0) 
Borcl isomorphism f: S, 2 se such that .f’*: Mb,, 2 J!Z, . Thus if 
$ ::: # 0 u, (a) is proved. 
(b) In the construction of M, , r, x r, acts on r, x S, by 
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(a, /3) (y, s) = (#?, s) ya-I, p * J) and we have the measure A, x ~4~ on 
r, x S, , where A, is a Haar measure on r, . There is a cross-section 
for the action of r, on r, x S, , namely ((r, s): 0 < y < #(l, (- 1) * s)}. 
We identify this set with S, and define 12, to be the restriction of A, x p1 
to this set. 
Remark 6.2. If & is the measure defined in Proposition 6.1(b), 
pe will be finite, provided S, has a finite invariant measure in the measure 
class of cl2 . 
Pmj: (df */+)/d fiz is invariant and Bore1 and so is constant. 
PROPOSITION 6.3 (due to Larry Brown). There are non&morphic 
proper virtual subgroups of the integers. 
Suppose (S, p) = (lx S, dh(x), SX pX dX(x) is a direct integral decom- 
position of (S, p) into ergodic H-spaces (S, , pX), where pX(S,) = 1. Let 
p: S + X be the corresponding projection. If A is a Bore1 set in S, let 
A, = A n p-‘(x). Th en we have the following Eemma. 
LEMMA. If for all x, pJ N p, is an invariant o-finite measure, then 
p N fi is an invariant a-$&e measure. 
Proof. Let {Ai}& b e an algebra generating all Bore1 sets in S, then 
{&,)~=;=, generates all Bore1 sets in S, and so there is an i such that 
0 < fi,(Ai,,) < m. If A and B are Bore1 sets in S, and f: A -+ B is a 
liftable 1 : 1 onto map, B is said to be a “copy” of A. 
From Proposition 5.15, it follows that if &(A,) = a3 andP,(B,) < a~, 
has infinitely many disjoint copies in A, . 
Therefore {K p,(Aj,,) = co} = {x s.t. A,,, has infinitely many copies 
in Aj,x and ~~(4,) > 01. 
Given A and B Bore1 sets in S (x: B, has at least N disjoint copies 
in SJ = fl”,=, { x. * f or some n, some positive integers k, ,..., k, , and 
some integers qr ,..., qL7, I’ = l,..., N, 
(a) the sets (A& are disjoint, 
(b) the sets al . (B n Alc,)$ are disjoint, 
(4 P.,P - LL 4&J < W, 
and so is a Bore1 set in X. 
Therefore {x: a,(Aj,,) = m} is Bore1 in X. Since 
u {x : 0 < p&4,,,) < m} = x, 
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we can find a Bore1 set A C S such that for all x E X, 0 < FJA) < CD. 
If E is any Bore1 set in S, pp(E) (&A))-l = sup(N/M s.t. N disjoint 
copies of A, can be found in the union of M copies of B,j and so an 
explicit formula for {CC s.t. N/M < p,(E) (p,(A))pl) can be found. It is 
similar to the one for {x s.t. B, has at least N disjoint copies in A,). 
Thus p,(E) (/zJA))-l . 1s a Bore1 function of x. We define fi by ~(23) = 
L tL(E) (cc.,.(-W1 a” 1 2” and so obtain a o-finite invariant measure 
i; -p. 
Roof of Proposition 6.3. Donald S. Ornstein has found an example 
of a Z-space (S, p) with no invariant a-finite measure equivalent to 1’. 
It follows from the Lemma that there is an ergodic Z-space (S, ,u) 
with no invariant a-finite measure equivalent to p. Therefore the action 
of Z is proper and hence free. 
By Proposition 6.1.(b), the virtual group so defined cannot be iso- 
morphic to the one defined by an ergodic Z-space (T, X), where A is a 
Z-invariant finite measure. 
'THEOREM 5. If r has properties 3.1 and 3.2 and r acts in a free 
proper eqodic fashiola on (8, [p]), th ere is a (free) proper ergodic action 
of Z on some (K, [A]) and a Bore1 function f: K -+ r defining a homo- 
morphism $: Z / K -+ r such that the Bore1 r-space S is isomorphic to the 
Bar-el F-space (3, [p]) d j d e ne as the image of C/J. The &morphism takes 
[PI fo [ccl. 
If p is r-invariant and finite, we may assume (K, [h]) to Be (K,, , [A,]) 
a L-spare chosen once and for all with h, a Z-invariant standard measure 
(e.g., the action of E on the circle with Lebesgue measure, de$ned by 
rota&r1 I ). 
Proof. ‘l’heorem 5 follows from ‘rheorems 2 and 3 and Proposition 
6.1. 
Remark 6.4. Theorem 5 is rather unsatisfactory. It seems possible 
that there are no Bore1 cross-sections for Z-orbits in F x T. The 
obstruction is that {+(n, t)}gC1 couId have accumulation points t E T. 
Replacing f(t) by f(t) - g(t) - g( 1 . t) gives rise to an isomorphic 
r-space, but it seems unlikely that this can be used to remove the 
accumulation points. 
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Construction 6.5. A directed sequence of r-spaces. 
Suppose we are given an ergodic Q-space (H, h) admitting a sequence 
of dichotomies (Definition 5.1). Then we have Bore1 sets H, as in 
Definition 5.1, and so we have a sequence of F-spaces (F z H,), with 
the action cy 7 (is, x) = (ply-1, x). 
Given any sequence of Bore1 functions $,, : Hn + r, we can define 
f rb,ll+l : r x H, + r x H,,, thus: S;E,n+l 1 r x H,,, = id and, if 
x E fL and GA+, = fid, ~,)f~,~+~(m, 7 . 4 = (Ad+, 4. 
f n,n+l is a homomorphism of Bore1 r-spaces, it is surjective (mod 0) 
and (fn,n+l)* (H aar x (A 1 H,)) - (H aar x (h 1 H,,,)). So we have a 
directed system of r-spaces. 
6.6. Let A, be the Boolean F-space defined by the Bore1 space 
r x H, . (fn,n+l)+ A,+1 C A,. Therefore (fi,,)* A, C A, . Let 
A = nz=, (f&*A, . A C A, and is a Boolean r-space. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. The directed system of Construction 6.5 has a 
projective limit. 
Proof. A, is separable as a metric space, therefore A is separable. 
Therefore A is countabIy generated. Also, since A C A, , A admits a 
faithful finite measure. Since A is countably generated, it must be the 
Boolean a-algebra corresponding to some standard Bore1 space. By 
Theorem 1 on p. 330 of [l], A corresponds to a Bore1 r-space (S, CL). 
A C (f&*4 > and so by [3, Theorem 3.6, p. 2721, we obtain Bore1 
r-equivariant maps fn,m : r x I,, - S such that (fn.& = (f&;’ I A. 
Thusfnf,,l,, oL+~ =f,,= a.e. 
Suppose g, : r ..; H, -+ S’ are r-equivariant Bore1 maps such that 
(g,)* (Haar x h j H,) -p’ and g,+l ofn,ntl = g, a.e., where (S’, ,u’) 
is some other r-space with a quasi-invariant measure p’. Let A’ be the 
Boolean r-space defined by (S’, p’). g,, 0 fi,, = g,n+l ~f~,~,.~ , so g,, : 
A’ + A, has its image in A. Therefore there is a Bore1 map h: S + S’ 
such that, if we restrict the codomain of g,, to A, we obtain h,. g, = 
and so (S, p) is the projective limit of the standard r-spaces 
;k?i’H,, , [H aar X h 1 HJ). 
THEOREM 6. Assume r is a locally compact separable group with 
properties 3.1 and 3.2. 
Any free proper ergodic r-space (S, [TV]) is the projective limit of a 
directed sequence of r-spaces comtructed as in Construction 6.5. 
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If [CL] contains a finite Knvariant measure, we may take the action of $2 
on (H, A) to be the one defined thus: H = [0, 11, h = Lebesgue measure, 
H,, = [0, 2-“), and if L?,, = {id, T,) (r,, *)I H .,,, is the map x --+ x + 2-“. 
Proof. From Theorem I and Proposition 6.1 with r, = r, r, = R, 
we know that (S, bJ) is isomorphic to the image of a homomorphism 
c#J: i-2 Y H-+l-. 
From Proposition 5.14, if p is p-invariant, we can take the action of B 
on H to be any proper ergodic action with an invariant finite measure 
admitting a sequence of dichotomies (Definition 5.1). 
Now M* CA, and consists of the G-invariant members of A,. 
M,, = flz=, B,,, , where B,,, consists of the (@z=r 9,,)-invariant members 
ofA,. 
Since H, is a cross-section for the action of (@c& a,), we can identify 
B,, with A,, , the Boolean r-space defined by the Bore1 r-space r Y E-I,. 
The imbedding B,+r -+ B, then becomes (fn,,fi+l)* : A,,,.r + A,&, where 
fn.n4 1 is defined as in Construction 6.5 with #n+l(~) = ($(T~ , s)))‘. 
Since M, is given to us in [7, Section 61, JJ. is certainly countably 
generated. If we identify each B, with A, , M, becomes the A of 6.6. 
Thus the image of 4 is the projective limit, as required. 
1'11. ACTIONS WHICH ARE NOT E‘REE 
We are interested primarily in W x Zk, so we restrict our attention 
to abelian groups. Actions which are not free present neither difficulty 
nor any new points of interest. The situation is summed up in: 
PROPOSITION 7. I _ Let I’ be an abelian locally compact separable group 
acting ergodicahy on [S, b]), a standaapd space with an invariant measure- 
cluss. The stabilizer subgroup is almost everywhere constant (call this 
constant r,), SO r/r, acts freely and ergodically on (S, [PI). 
Proof. From [I, Lemma 2, p. 3291, we can assume that S is the 
universal r-space with a metric p. 
Given any set E C I’, define S(E) = {s E S: for all i‘i E E cy * s + s). 
If d is compact, 5’(d) :z (J, {s E S : for all c1 E d, p(~ . s, s) > n-l]- and 
so is a countable union of closed sets and is thus Rorel. 
S(d) is r-invariant and so is either null or conull. Choose (Oi};:r a 
sequence of compact sets in r such that every open set in r is the union 
of some family of the AL . 
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Let S = S - {S(Oi) s.t. S(d,) is null) - ((S - S(dJ) s.t. S(di) is 
co1~111). Then S is conull in S and for all i, S n S(d) = 0 or S. 
Given any open set LJ C I’, U is the union of some family of the A, , 
therefore S(U) n 3 = a or S. 
We claim the stabilizer of s is constant on S. Let s1 , s2 E S have 
stabilizers F, and I’, , respectively; then s I-I S(r - ri) + a since 
Si E S(I’ - r,), SO S f~ S(r - ri) = S, for i T= I, 2. Therefore 
SUE S(I’- rl); thus if cy. $ r,, a: as2 +x2, so o$ I’, . Similarly, if 
016 r, , cy E r, , therefore r, = r, . 
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